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About This Content

The second expansion for Construction Simulator 2015 promises even more fun on the building site! The new LIEBHERR
machine, the rotary drilling rig LB 28, adds a completely new functionality to your virtual motor pool. Secure the foundation

of a high-rise project with additional piles.

The precision and efficiency of the LB28 is especially useful for statically demanding projects like high-rise buildings. Due to
this machine’s extreme length of 26 meters when not set up and an enormous weight of nearly 100 tons, you will need a heavy

transport trailer in order to move it to and from the building site. The trailer is also part of this expansion.
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To prevent problems with the AI traffic, an escort vehicle to block the road will be made available to every owner of the main
game starting on the day of the release of the second expansion. This way, friends who do not have the second expansion can

still help you out!

Furthermore, you can expect two new and exciting construction missions. Prove your skills by constructing high-rise
apartment and office buildings. You will of course need your newly acquired machine to successfully overcome these

challenges. You will also be able to use your rotary drilling rig for all existing high-rise missions.

The additional content will be available from the vehicle dealer as soon as you have downloaded the DLC. Keep in mind that
you will need to have enough money in the game to buy the new machines.

You do not have to buy the expansion in order to keep playing with your friends in multiplayer mode. However, you will not be
able to use the new vehicles are start the new missions yourself.

Please be aware that you must have the main Construction Simulator 2015 game in order to play the DLC 2.

Features:

Original licensed Liebherr LB28 rotary drilling rig, new heavy transport trailer

Additional missions: high-rise apartment building and high-rise office building

Starting on the day of the release of the second expansion, all owners of Construction Simulator 2015 will have access to
a transport escort vehicle
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Title: Construction Simulator 2015: Liebherr LB 28
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
weltenbauer. Software Entwicklung GmbH
Publisher:
astragon Entertainment
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8

Processor: Dual-Core Processor with 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with 1 GB VRAM (Geforce 400 Series or better | ATI Radeon HD 57xx or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Hungarian,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Turkish
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construction simulator 2015 liebherr lb 28

Use it all the time. EVERY ONE DO THE TUTORIL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

SO U NOW HOW TO WORK IT!!!!. Best vehicle so far. Completly useless... At least mine is. Its bugged to where when i
switch controls it automaticly puts the drill away and i cant get it back out. once I drill far enough to get the drillhead full of dirt,
I seem to be unable to shake the dirt off. I have lifted the drill to the top, the bottom, and every other position. I have done left
arrow\/right arrow back and forth, just right arrow, just left arrow, I figure pretty much every option. I just can't seem to unload
the drillhead. Am I doing something wrong?. Awesome machine. No issues with unloading the drill head like others have
mentioned. Just tap L-R quickly and repeatedly. Trailer is interesting too. Almost feels like the truck is a little
small\/underpowered when pulling the whole setup though. It will definitely push you around. New missions and tie in with
other DLCs make it definitely worth it.. just cant unload the drill head with the dirt attatced
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Das DLC ist an sich gut nur irgendwie finde ich die missonen nicht auch nicht unter sonderauftr\u00e4ge.Aber die Farzeuge
sind da.Ich bitte um hilffe.
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